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Hodder Education/Viva Books Private Limited, 2014. Softcover. Book Condition: New. 3rd edition.
Description: This new edition has been updated by an experienced author and examiner to support
the latest syllabus for Cambridge International Examinations IGCSE Biology (0610). This textbook
covers all the Core and Supplement material and can be used by students following both the Core
and Extended syllabuses. ? Endorsed by Cambridge International Examinations for the latest
Cambridge IGCSE Biology (0610) syllabus for examination from 2016 ? Free students?s CD with
interactive tests ? Past Paper questions included ? Workbook, Laboratory Practical Book, Revision
Guide and Teacher?s CD also available Contents: Characteristics and classification of living
organisms ? Characteristics of living organisms ? Concept and use of a classification system ?
Features of organisms ? Dichotomous keys Organisation and maintenance of the organism ? Cell
structure and organisation ? Levels of organisation ? Size of specimens Movement in and out of
cells ? Diffusion ? Osmosis ? Active transport ? Biological molecules ? Proteins Biological molecules
? Proteins ? Structure of DNA ? Water Enzymes ? Enzyme action Plant nutrition ? Photosynthesis ?
Leaf structure ? Mineral requirements Human nutrition ? Diet ? Alimentary canal ? Mechanical
digestion ?...
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ReviewsReviews

The ebook is fantastic and great. I am quite late in start reading this one, but better then never. Your life period will probably be convert as soon as you
comprehensive reading this ebook.
-- Dr . Alber tha  Hoppe-- Dr . Alber tha  Hoppe

A brand new e book with a new perspective. I could comprehended every little thing using this written e publication. I am quickly will get a satisfaction of
reading through a written ebook.
-- Clem m ie Rolfson-- Clem m ie Rolfson
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